Spoke Sales Enablement

It’s not how you
want to sell, it’s
how customers
want to buy

Designed by Sales Leaders for Sales Teams

Why Sales Enablement?

Getting past the hurdles that
impact sales performance
Preparing your sales team for the challenges
ahead will pay dividends in the long run
Understanding how prospective customers
prefer to engage with you is the first step to
selling more effectively. Avoiding hurdles which
trip up your sales efforts, is the second step.

MORAL OF THE STORY:

Your sales process, tracked
to a well-defined customer
buying journey, places you
solidly into the starting
blocks. Sales Enablement
helps you win the race.

Obstacles your sales
representatives face:
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OPENING THE DOOR
TO COMPETITORS

FAILURE TO UNDERSTAND
& MANAGE CONCERNS

ERRATIC SALES
POSITIONING

AIMLESS QUESTIONING
STRATEGY

RAMBLING SALES
MEETINGS

POOR QUALIFICATION
OF LEADS

Companies which
exceed revenue goals
by 25% or more, who
leverage dedicated
sales enablement
practices.
Forbes

Spoke Sales Enablement Programs

Programs designed in collaboration
with your sales leadership to
advance selling results.

Organizations utilizing Sales
Enablement content, can expect
to realize up to a 20% increase in
selling effectiveness on average
Highspot
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Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

POOR QUALIFICATION OF LEADS

RAMBLING SALES MEETINGS

AIMLESS QUESTIONING STRATEGY

Poor qualification of leads,
discovered late in the sales process,
wastes time and money.

Meetings that run too long and
lack direction fail to ‘advance the
ball’ and corrode buyer interest
and trust.

Unfocused lines of questioning
derail critical learning opportunity
and prevent purposeful engagement
with your prospect.

OPPORTUNITY QUALIFICATION

Solution:

Solution:

Effective upfront lead
qualification allows your
sales team to aggressively
pursue the sales most
likely to close and avoid
qualification surprises.

PROGRESSIVE SALES ADVANCEMENT

DISCOVERY BLUEPRINTING

Conduct crisp sales meetings
that keep the sales agenda
on-time, on-point and
on-purpose while building
buyer engagement.

Solves rudderless discovery.
We craft a bespoke questioning
methodology to crisply
uncover your customer’s
buying requirements.

Solution:
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Problem:

Problem:

Problem:

ERRATIC SALES POSITIONING

FAILURE TO UNDERSTAND

OPENING THE DOOR TO COMPETITORS

Inarticulate communication of
value and price extinguishes
closing opportunity.

& MANAGE CONCERNS

Unclear differentiation of your
product gives your competitor
the upper hand.

Clumsiness in approaching sales
objections amplifies customer
resistance to buy.

Solution:

Solution:

SALES POSITIONING

Solution:

COMPETITION DIFFERENTIATION

Sales positioning works to
protect the sale by making
sure value and price are
communicated clearly
and powerfully.

OBJECTION MANAGEMENT

Allows your sales team
to better position and
distinguish your company’s
offering, allowing you to
draw smarter “compare and
contrast” distinctions.

Manage the objections process
proactively, crafted to the specific
objections heard in your sales
process right now.

Let’s close. Activate your customer buyers journey today.
Call Dan Klein at (314) 623.1439 or Ryan Bretsch at (813) 215.6054 to schedule
an appointment to learn more about how our Sales Enablement programs
allow your salespeople to sell more effectively.
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